Constellation | Tanthof East
our concept: routes and stops

01. center and destinations

02. main concept: the constellation

03. clusters

04. existing routes in each cluster

Tanthof East, despite its residential character,
has distinctive common destinations where locals
frequently meet during their everyday walks from
the unofficial center.

The project aims to reinforce these existing
routes that connect the active center to the main
destinations while proposing and reinforcing stops
in the way.

By defining the different residential clusters,
the center is highlighted as the common
destination core of all the activities involved in the
manifestations of everyday urbanism.

The main existing routes are selected and
reinforced as to cross all these clusters leading
residents towards the same destinations and
facilitating unexpected contacts between
strangers.

05. existing open spaces in each
cluster
At the same time, inside of each cluster, a significant
open space is selected to host a different stop
(see toolbox) in the specified walking route.

06. final concept
Overall, the idea consists of emphasizing the
unofficial existing routes around a central core and
distributing flows towards existing and redefined
unofficial meeting spots, fostering appropriation
from the locals while initiating future connections
to the surrounding urban fabric.

three scales of
casual meetings

the small scale
The existing communal spaces in Tanthof,
enhanced by the routes and some minimum urban
equipment, provide protected spots for encounters
between the residential units within the clusters.
This scale define the in-between public and private
space.
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the middle scale
The new stops become the main meeting spot
between the cluster’s inhabitants and any passerby
providing communal spaces that through the
proposed activities (urban garden, water square,
sunbathing spot, pique-nique spot, playground,
shadow spot) becomes easily appropriated by
the cluster’s inhabitants while defining the area’s
identity.

the community scale
The center, enhanced by its location in the walking
routes takes the form of a true magnified core for
Tanthof where all residents from different clusters
meet either while doing their daily shopping and
going to school or during their walking routines
towards the destination points or the small stops.

the toolbox

street routes

alley routes

canal corridors

sand stop

water stop

earth stop

The street route is an indicated lane next to the
street that creates continuity even around the
district’s edges. A rain garden becomes the
defining space between the walking route and the
street itself.

The alley route turns into a passageway around
the residential units. Similar furniture can be
placed in the in-between private zones defining
the transitional space.

The canal corridor expands in both plains
emphasizing the district’s connection to water and
revealing the structure of the creek landscape to
the passersby with the same materiality and urban
equipment.

The open sand stop acts as a new type of play
area for the children or a sunbathing spot in the
summer introducing a new type of permeable
ground in the neighborhood.

The water stop becomes a multifunctional basin
that gathers water during the rain period and
improves heat effects with added sprinklers in the
summer months.

The earth stop takes the form of a communal garden
cultivated by the residents that simultaneously
provides shelter during heat.

expanded metal mesh

sand stop

canal corridor

permeable concrete

small scale meetings

street route

design proposal for one stop
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